Digital Transformation

Maturing and Advancing Digital Engineering,
Acquisition and Sustainment

KBR’s digital transformation capabilities enable customers to apply
innovative technical solutions and use rapid prototyping to develop, integrate,
test and field advanced capabilities at the speed of relevance. KBR’s systematic three-phased approach supports
Department of Defense (DoD) organizations on their digital transformation journey. KBR assesses digital maturity,
resolves capability gaps and applies digital tools and processes to pathfinder projects within the organization.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
KBR’s approach guides engineers, program managers, logisticians, cybersecurity and data experts to optimize acquisition,
modernization and sustainment outcomes improving affordability, expediting capability delivery and decreasing risk.
Digital Maturity Assessments: KBR tailors industry and DoD benchmarks to assess digital maturity based on INCOSE-developed
maturity models and DoD digital engineering strategies and guidance. KBR conducts detailed customer surveys and maturity
assessments, identifies gaps and implements plans to close the gaps.

Tailored Digital Engineering Training: KBR designs and delivers tailored short courses, derived from its DoD training experience,
packaged in 2 - 20 hour-long offerings. KBR integrates Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) commercial tools and practices
with relevant DoD weapon system acquisition and engineering processes. Hands-on Cameo experience is provided in KBR’s MBSE
training facility located in Dayton, Ohio, and can be conducted either on-site or virtually.
Digital Strategy Development: KBR develops and delivers strategies to move DoD organizations from document-centric processes
to digital models and data architectures, providing an enduring, digital thread over the lifecycle. Tailored strategies address digital
business processes, including cost estimating and risk management, as well as systems engineering artifacts including digital twin,
digital system models, integrated data environments and advanced modeling and simulation toolsets.
Digital Engineering Implementation and Execution: KBR uses validated MBSE practices and SysML-based toolsets including
Dassault’s Cameo, Ansys’ System ToolKit, Phoenix, Moxie and others to develop comprehensive concepts, designs and cloud-based
data ecosystems. KBR validates its models for accuracy, completeness, trust and reusability to become the authoritative source of
truth from concept to disposal.
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Digital Transformation
PROVEN PERFORMANCE

KBR can provide the analysis, tools and experts to expedite DoD
organizations through their digital transformation journey as a result of having:
• Trained and educated more than 600 engineers and weapon system practitioners from
the joint acquisition community, NASA and other federal agencies.
• Conducted digital maturity assessments for legacy weapon system program offices enabling their start on the
digital transformation path.
• Developed digital engineering strategies and modifications for complex DoD weapon systems.
• Developed digital twins for major weapon system modifications.
• Provided DevSecOps services to DoD’s Platform One software factories including U.S. Space Force (USSF) Space CAMP.

WHY KBR?
KBR’s digital engineering assessments, strategies and execution experience are revolutionizing how the most
challenging programs across the DoD acquisition and sustainment enterprise can be optimized. KBR’s digital maturity
assessment, gap closure implementation plans and proven training programs empower organizations and personnel
to embrace digital technology and innovation while reimagining how processes and operations are executed
throughout the lifecycle.

NEXT STEPS
Let’s talk about your digital engineering goals and how KBR can help you achieve them. Contact Greg Best to learn more
and schedule a consultation at Greg.Best@us.kbr.com

ABOUT US
We deliver science, technology and engineering solutions to governments and companies around the world. KBR employs
approximately 28,000 people performing diverse, complex and mission critical roles in 34 countries.
KBR is proud to work with its customers across the globe to provide technology, value-added services, and long-term operations and
maintenance services to ensure consistent delivery with predictable results. At KBR, We are the Team Behind the MissionSM.
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